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 What’s In The Box 

Please inspect the contents of your shipped package to ensure you have received everything that 
is listed below.  

All rights reserved.  
  

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photo-copying, recording, or otherwise, except as may be expressly permitted by the applicable copyright 

statutes or in writing by the Publisher. 

A s s e m b l y  M a n u a l  

 Alpine Vertical Tower Mitchell Camera Slider w Euro     
Base (SL-ALPN-01) 

Proaim Alpine Tower Slider 

    Mitchell Mount  
         Plate 

Weight Rod (Dia: 50mm) 
with Weight Closer 

Bag Packing 

Weight Rod 
(Dia:25mm) 
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 Loosen the bolt using the Allen key to attach 
the Mitchel plate into the Alpine tower slider 
and then remove the bolt. 

 Now the Mitchell to the Euro adapter          
(Not Included) has properly been secured over 
the Cyrus pro Mitchell high-hat (Not Included), 
as shown in the image. 

 Alpine Vertical Tower Mitchell Camera Slider Setup 

 Attach the Mitchell mounting plate on the 
tower slider plate and then insert the bolt by 
aligning the thread, as shown in the image. 

 To mount the Alpine Tower Slider over the 
Euro Adapter (Not Included), loosen all the 
knobs from bottom and then mount. 

 Mount the Mitchell to Euro adapter             
(Not Included) to Cyrus pro Mitchell high-hat 
(Not Included) and then secure it from bottom 
using the locking knob. 

 After inserting the bolt on the Mitchell mount 
plate, secure the bolt with the help of the   
Allen key, as shown in the image. 

 Alpine Tower Mount on Cyrus Pro Mitchell Hi-Hat  
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 After mounting the Alpine Tower Slider, again 
tighten the knob and properly secure it. 

 Secure the Properly Alpine tower slider with 
the ratchet knob. Then attach the bowl plate    
(Not Included)  to the Mitchell plate. 

 Attach the bowl plate (Not Included) to the 
Mitchell plate to mount the bowl’s fluid head 
(Not Included) and then mount the camera on 
the fluid head, as shown in the image. 

 Attach the Mitchell’s fluid head (Not Included) 
to the Mitchell plate. 

NOTE: Its rugged design supports any camera/ 
fluid head combination up to 22.6. Multiple       
3/8"-16 threaded holes for mounting               
accessories. 

 Secure with the castle nut after mounting the 
fluid head as shown in the image. 

 To release the top plate of the fluid head, 
press the side knob. Then match the camera’s 
thread to the fluid head (Not Included) and 
attach top plate of the fluid head to the     
camera and then slide the camera to the fluid 
head. 
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 Camera has been properly mounted on the 
fluid head (Not Included). 

NOTE: Alpine tower slider compatible with 
Mitchell Base to Bowl Adapter & Euro/Elemac 
Base Adapter. 

 As per the requirement of the setup, insert 
the weight to the weight rod. 

 After matching the alpine tower slider to the 
mounting thread, insert the weight rod       
(Dia: 25mm) into it and then properly secure 
the rod. 

 After matching the alpine tower slider’s 
mounting thread with the weight rod, and 
then insert the weight rod (Dia: 25mm) into it 
and then properly secure the rod. 

 You can set setup in steady motion. 
NOTE: Alpine Tower Slider is a counterbalanced 
elevation tower that gives operators 26.7” of 
smooth vertical movement as well as a           
complete 360° of rotation.  

 Now setup is ready to use. 
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 Alpine Tower Slider is designed to work with 
various camera platforms like Heavy-duty     
sliders, Doorway Dollies, Tripods, Pipe dollies,      
Hi-hats, Bazookas, or any other platform with 
an Elemac mounting base. 

YOUR  PROAIM ALPINE VERTICAL TOWER MITCHELL CAMERA SLIDER W EURO BASE 
ALL DRESSED UP AND READY TO GO! 

(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES) 

 To properly secure the weight on the weight 
rod, weight closer will be used. 

Warranty: We offer one year warranty for our products from date of purchase. Within this period of time, 
we will repair it without charge for labor or parts. Warranty doesn’t cover transportation costs nor does it 
cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. Warranty repairs are subjected to inspection 
and evaluation by us. 
  

Liability: We are not liable for damage caused by products that we do not supply or from mishandling in 
transit, accident, misuse, neglect, lack of care of the product, or service by anyone other than our company. 
  

Contact Us: In case of any kind of dissatisfaction, please Contact us immediately and we promise our ut-
most support and care until you use our product.  


